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Objective: 
Testing crop response and efficacy of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) chemicals for controlling fusarium wilt in watermelons.

Introduction:
Fusarium wilt is caused by a soil borne fungus Fusarium
oxysporum. The fungus affects the vascular system of the
plant causing yellowing and wilting of leaves and vines,
eventually leading to plant death (Figure 1).

Materials and Methods:
• The experiment was conducted at the HAREC and

designed as a random complete block with 5 treatments,
replicated 4 times.

• Plastic mulch was installed with sub-surface drip (SSD)
irrigation at a depth of 5 cm. All experimental treatments
were applied to the watermelons through SSD irrigation
using a precision Dosatron® injector.

• 528 watermelon plants were transplanted, consisting of
seedless (Fascination) and seeded (Sentinel) varieties to
facilitate pollination (Figure 2).

• Treatments consisted of individual and combinations of
ROS chemicals (peroxyacetic acid and hydrogen peroxide)
applied at different growth stages, both pre and post
planting.

Results:
• Based off standard error values, visual interpretation

indicates there are no significant differences in seedless or
seeded melon yield between the five treatments (Figure 3).

• Treatments did not appear to affect melon sugar
concentration.

• Initial soil analysis found inconstant fusarium pressure
throughout the field. Visual evaluation of plant health
indicated approximately 80% of plants were infected with
fusarium wilt, independent of treatment.

Discussion:
Yields of seedless and seeded melons were not impacted
by treatment as illustrated in figure 3. Visual evaluation
of fusarium symptoms did not indicate treatment
differences. The areas that had the highest plant fusarium
symptoms aligned with field areas that had elevated
presence of fusarium colonies before treatment
application. The front half of the field had higher
infection incidence and more severe infections. This
difference could be attributed to increased late afternoon
shade causing cooler soil temperatures and increased soil
moisture. For future studies, pre-inoculation of soil with
fusarium would be recommended to standardize and
increase pathogen pressure. A larger field size would also
help indicate treatment effects. Since this trial is aimed
at providing alternatives to traditional fumigation
methods, future studies should incorporate a fumigation
treatment to provide a direct comparison.

Figure 3,   Seedless and seeded watermelon treatment yields (kg) presented 
with standard error bars (n=4). 
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Figure 2: Aerial view of field. June 15th (top), August 7th (bottom) 
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Economic losses of $4,000 - $8,400 ha/year have been
reported by local growers due to fusarium wilt. Currently
melon growers aim to reduce fusarium pressure through soil
fumigation methods which are expensive and can have
negative environmental and health consequences.

• Data collected consisted of soil fusarium pressure, visual
evaluation of plant health, yield and melon sugar levels.

• Preliminary data were evaluated through descriptive
statistics.

• Analysis of variance will be completed when all data for the
experiment have been collected.

Figure 1: Healthy watermelon (left); fusarium infected watermelon (right)

Conclusions:
Watermelon yields did not appear to be affected by
treatment applications, indicating that the evaluated
chemicals are acceptable for use in watermelon
production. No conclusions regarding the efficacy of the
treatment applications on reduced fusarium infection can
be stated. Despite the lack of pathogen reduction results,
this experimentation provides important information
regarding crop safety response for future studies to build
upon.
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